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The Camry is one of the most successful mid-size sedans of all time. You have legal rights to
cash, return or buyback. The law makes Toyota pay legal fees. We've fixed thousands of lemon
problems. Message or call today. Pistons are the heart of any engine. As the crankshaft rotates,
the pistons move up and down inside the cylinders. Going downward, they pull air into the
engine. Traveling upward, they create compression. Both of these actions are required to create
combustion â€” the series of small explosions needed to generate power and propel the
vehicle. A piston that is too large will have reduced clearance with the cylinder wall. As a result,
the piston may make contact with the wall, causing extensive engine damage and eventual
seizure. Cars equipped with the 2. Also, the car may emit smoke from the tailpipe and display a
myriad of dashboard warning messages. Toyota has stepped up to the plate and will replace the
engine free of charge on affected models. The pistons on these vehicles may be larger than
specified, possibly causing the engine to stall. Toyota will notify owners, and dealers will
inspect the production date codes of the pistons and, if an engine contains a piston from the
affected production period, the engine assembly will be replaced, free of charge. The recall is
expected to begin May 25, Owners may contact Toyota customer service at Once the vehicle
decides what to do, it sends an excessive amount of power to the wheels with unintended
acceleration rates. This has been an issue since the car was first bought in November, Even
journalists have noted the problem. The result: Neither mode is adequate as-programmed for
regular around-town driving. Toyota has recognized the transmission problem and issued a
technical service bulletin TSB in response. Dealers have been instructed to reprogram the PCM
to remedy the concern. Also the gas pedal is really stiff and if you drive for a long time your feet
and leg gets really sore from applying so much pressure to the gas pedal. This involves a delay
in downshifting that i have found on 3 occasions could have been dangerous. Upon completing
a turn and reapplying gas pedal the car appeared to be in neutral or stuck between gears. I had
a dead gas pedal for 3 or 4 seconds. They told me i should drive it manual mode. Im just fed up.
When starting from a stop, or driving and trying to accelerate, the car takes over five seconds to
really take and realize you are pushing on the gas. All it does is rev a lot. Unfortunately,
problematic computer controls prevent the transmission from reaching its full potential.
Another problem is when you trying to speed up catch up cars speed from lower speed on
highway, press the gas pedal, the car just like thinking the life philosophy the rpm reach the car
suddenly speed up. It takes too long to accelerate when changing lanes, passing other vehicle,
or entering freeway. This issue is going on all and every time i drive it. I purchased the car one
month ago. This is my 5th Camry and i never had this problem. Toyota, do something before
someone dies!!!!!!!!!!. I almost got rear-ended couple of times. Think you have a lemon? Sit
back and let the experts work aid your lemon at no cost to you. You may be able to get your
lemon out of your life. Lemberg Law is a consumer law firm helping victims of bad
manufacturing and run-arounds from auto companies. Call our Helpline today! There is no
charge unless we win. Does this ring a bell? Have you had a bad experience too? Sound off and
share your experience with other visitors in the comment box below. I bought my Camry LE with
the 2. It had been a sales manager lease car, and I got it with 24, miles in basically new
condition. I bought the car primarily for Uber and Lyft work, but also for personal commuting.
So, if I try to do a rolling stop at an intersection, get down to maybe two or three mph and then
go again, I have to ease down on the gas very gently or it will just about give my passengers
whiplash. Out on the open road, though, I adore everything about this car and this transmission.
At highway speeds, in the mountains near where I live, the car is a blast to drive. As a matter of
fact, the harder and faster I drive it, the better the transmission seems to get. Almost like the car
was designed primarily to be a sports sedan and grand touring car, and around town driving
was an afterthought for the design team. Hope springs eternal. I was wonder why my Toy.
Noticed that when I go down a hill; with my foot off the gas and brake, the transmission revs up
like the transmission dropped into first gear. Is this normal for a Toyota Camry? BAD serious
issues. My car was manufactured in the time frame that the bad pistons were installed. Did not
start having issues until around 16k miles. So lemon law is not an option. Hesitant to accelerate,
and when it finally does it takes off like a jet. I almost rear ended a truck on the way home from
work one day because of it. Transmission slips when going up al hill. Acts like it wants to cut
out. Rough start shaking car. Took to local Toyota dealer and because it pulls no codes, they
did an update of the computer. I asked the question how am I supposed to know when car
needs update? So I guess once I get hit because car will not accelerate in an intersection, then
we will know it needs another update! Toyota needs to recall these cars!!! Or expect a huge law
suit. I bought Toyota camry on Dec 1 I hate it jerking all the times. Garbage for Brand New
Car!!!! They insist they could not duplicate the problem. I feel so unsafe driving my car. I am
having the transmission problem with my Camry LE. The problem with my car is bad. I actually
dread driving the car. Sounds like a hot rod at times. I have been to the local Toyota Dealership

3 times and opened a case with Toyota. Off the record the people in the service dept have told
me they are getting many complaints on this problem. They are getting away with a crime. I
really am not sure what to do. My Toyota Camry SE , 2. When I push the power button to ignite
the engine immediately all power off for a few seconds also the backup camera RCD unavailable
or it is off!. Engine sound is very load compare to same models, years and same versions. I was
knocked unconscious. I was driving a Toyota Camry xle. I had the plastic piece over the radiator
crack 2 months old miles in almost 50 years of driving I never heard of the shroud cracking
when you lean on it to check fluid levels. Also I get a message stating meter odometer pop up
on the dashboard. Just drove a Camry. Transmission searches and down shifts. To many
selections for the computer. It is a darn shame. Car shifts constantly. I love Toyotas but this car
is an engineering failure. I purchased my Toyota Camry SE back I informed the service manger
and they look into it and the code they received was in the transmission. I had a Camry that was
nowhere near as loud as this and drove much better. Seriously considering trading it in and
getting something else certainly not a Toyota ever again but I stand to lose money if I do that.
The car only has miles on it. Shame on you Toyota. I have the same problem with the
transmission it lags and then shoots out like a Bat out of hell , it feels very unsafe. I have taken
it to the dealer and all they say is that its the 8 speed transmission and thats the way they are
made and also there is a coolant smell all the time after I driver it. Not Happy with the car. Yeah
we have a Camry LE 4 Cyl with the 8 speed trans. Definitely not a great transmission but
honestly my Ford F with a 10 speed auto is about as bad. Way too many gears for these sort of
vehicles. Just to wring out a slightly better MPG result I guess. Not sure anything can really fix
what has been poorly designed. Cramming so many gears into a trans is going to be a mess
because the computer will eventually find itself in a gear selection confusion. Software updates
help, but they are not always effective. Also why are so many Toyota owners having to replace
these 8 speed trans when this is just a software issue? I suspect the software TSB just helps
mask the problem. I have Camry L. But they are saying some stupid answers to convince me I
am totally disappointed. I was so happy when I was buying this car a year ago, and now I felt
why did I buy this and suffer. There is no feeling of 2. Toyota should understand that it has done
terrible mistake in Camry onward models by playing with excellent transmission found in and
older models. Many customers need powerful acceleration to survive while joining highways.
Last week, a Toyota technician told that the car will learn the way you drive after few hundred
miles. I bought Camry several months back. I am experiencing same transmission issues as
described here. I also have issues with my stereo where the icons disappear from screen when
in drive. Other issue as described here is cabin noise and air getting through door jams. I spoke
with Toyota dealer I bought the car from, they admitted they have had other folks report the
same issues but Toyota has not released any sort of fix for transmission problems. They
advised me to check back. Is there a solution???? I was parking my LE in the parking structure
at work, when the car suddenly accelerated and struck the cement post. Since I was almost
parked, my foot was firmly on the brake. It did not slip and land on the gas pedal. The accident
caused considerable damage to the front grill, bumper and fender. If it had not been for the
post, the car would have continued forward to crash into the building. My LE has similar shifting
problems that developed after just a few thousand miles. Manually shifting the car eliminates
the bucking but the car slides into 3rd gear from 2nd. I was told that there was a software
upgrade issued to address this problem, however my car already had the upgrade applied at
time of purchase. Fortunately I can solve the problem at the end of the lease by giving the car
back to Toyota and moving over to a Kia or Honda. Too bad. The Camry is a nice car to drive. If
only Toyota could solve the problem, I would remain a loyal customer. I have to agree with all of
you! I regret this purchase every time I drive it. The acceleration is terrible, the engine revving
up but the car going pretty much no where. Toyota has known about this transmission problem
since its introduction. I have a XLE purchased in November they have not been able to fix it.
Random jerky shifts up and down are most dangerious in normal city driving conditions. Once
on a service test drive the tech actually stopped and got out of the vehicle to see if he had been
hid from behind. They delaying action and change case manangers on a regular basis.
Transmission is the number one issue that is bothering me. I find it weird that in rainy weather
the car refuses to operate the Frontal Collision System, saying that the server is unavailable.
What kind of sensor needs service to operate? When someone dies? It also has a real problem
with the amount of pedal required to make this vehicle move. We took it right back to the dealer
and advised the manger it was up to them to correct before I would allow my daughter to drive
it. I just purchased a Camry SE. Within two weeks, I was back at the dealership claiming about
the jerking of the transmission. Does anyone know what I should do? I have the exact same
issues, jerky on acceleration or it seems to be stuck in gear. The LDA randomly comes on for no
reason when no other cars are in sight. Took the car to car wash and while the fan was drying

the hood, I thought is was going to come off. Each time I go through the drive car wash there is
water I side the doors and all the panels. Even when it rains hards. Radio and Entune is a joke!
Bought this car in May and cannot wait to get rid of it. My Volvo runs circles around this car.
Write a comment below to share online. Or, instead you can send a secure message to our legal
team. Email is required to block spam, but will not be published. Please select your star rating.
Describe your legal concern or comment Briefly describe your experience Briefly describe your
experience. Please enter a valid email adress. Please enter a valid phone number. Want to know
if you could sue? Get free legal evaluation Lemberg Law? Yes No. Thank you for requesting
your free case evaluation. One of our staff members will call you shortly. In the meantime, you
are welcome to call us right away at We look forward to working with you to resolve your legal
issues. Who are we? We are Lemberg Law, a Consumer Law Firm Lemberg Law is a consumer
law firm helping victims of bad manufacturing and run-arounds from auto companies. Share
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your information completely confidential and will not send you spam or sell your information.
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Search forums. Also im new Here.. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Mikey CarAudio. Feb 23, 1 0 Napoleon,
Ohio. So its been a few years since ive messed with any car audio, But i recently purchased a
Camry SE and want to set up a decent system. First thing being first is upgrading the head unit
in my book. So anyone have any recommendations on what will work well in this year camry? Id
like to have bui
kayak diagram parts
2003 saturn aura
range rover evoque service intervals
lt in Nav, and Sat radio, backup cam, Android compatable etc. I just want it to look right in the
car I plan on having my local shop who has been in business since the 80s and done good work
for me since i started driving But what are people putting in these cars? Any and all tips or info
would be great! Thanks in advance! Create an account or login to comment You must be a
member in order to leave a comment Create account Create an account on our community. It's
easy! Log in Already have an account? Log in here. Previous Topic Next Topic. Latest posts.
Please critique my planned setup, advise on amp? Latest: Cloudpath Yesterday at PM. General
Discussion. Amplifier Classifieds. Latest: Clifff Yesterday at PM. Newest threads. Wiring,
Electrical and Installation Help. Most posts - Past 30 days Latest classifieds. Miscellaneous Car
Audio Classifieds. Top Bottom. Rav4 upgrade projects LE. Oct 7, Sep 3, Jul 22, Quarantine
Queen: Porsche GT3. Jun 28, Looking to updrage my x4 bmw 28i. May 12,

